NONEQUALITY OF DIMENSIONS FOR METRIC SPACES
BY

PRABIR ROY(l)

Introduction.

There are three classical set-theoretic notions of dimension;

they are [2, p. 153]:
Small inductive dimension ( = Menger-Urysohn dimension), denoted by ind such
that ind (S) = —1 if S is empty, ind (S) = n if for every point p e S and open set U
containing p there is an open set V satisfying

p e V <=■
U, ind (boundary of V) S n-l,
and ind (S)=n if ind (S)fZn but ind (S) = n- 1 is not true.
Large inductive dimension (due to Urysohn), denoted by Ind such that Ind (S)
= - 1 if S is empty, Ind (S) á n if for every closed set Ce S and open set U containing C there is an open set V satisfying

Cc

v= U, Ind (boundary of V) = n-1,

and Ind (S) = n if Ind (S)^n but Ind (S)Sn-l

is not true.

Covering dimension (=Lebesgue covering dimension), denoted by dim such that
dim (S) = - 1 if S is empty, dim (S) S n if every finite open cover of S has a finite
open refining cover of order ^n+1, that is, no point of S belongs to more than
n -I-1 members of the refinement, and dim (S)=n if dim (S) ^ n but dim (S) ^ n -1
is not true.
It is well known that for separable metric space S

ind (S) = Ind (S) = dim (S).
Recently Katetov showed that for any metric space S

Ind (S) = dim (S).
However, the question, is ind (S)=dim (S) for all metric spaces, remained open.
We shall answer this question in the negative. (For a comprehensive account of the
preceding material the reader is invited to consult P. Aleksandrov's paper [1, pp.
1-4].) We shall prove, in succeeding sections, the following statement.

Theorem. There is a complete metric space A such that ind (A)=0 but dim (A) = 1.

1. Description of the space. In this section we define the points of A and certain
subsets of A. Although these subsets are already called regions here, the fact that
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they form a topological basis is proved in §2. The remarks at the end are intended
to clarify some of the rather arbitrary assertions implicit in the process of defining.
1.1. Notations. The symbol 0 as usual will denote the empty set. By a sequence
we shall mean a function defined on either the set of all positive integers, or the set
of all nonnegative integers, or any initial segment of either of them. With this in
mind the following notations are adopted.
1.1.1. A"=the set of all finite sequences of real numbers, defined on initial segments of the nonnegative integers, such that if xe X, then x(i)=0 only in case

/=0.
1.1.2. If xe A', then \x\ will denote the greatest integer for which x is defined.

(I*! may be thought of as the length of x.)
1.1.3. y=the set of all reversible sequences of positive numbers, defined on the
set of all positive integers. The word "reversible" will be used instead of "oneto-one."
1.1.4. Z=the set of all infinite sequences of positive numbers, defined on the set
of all positive integers.
1.1.5. If r is a positive number, then Yr will denote the set of all members of Y
which take on the value r, and
1.1.6. FT will denote a reversible function from the positive numbers onto Yr.
1.1.7. If A" is a collection of sets, then K* will denote the union of members'

of a:.
1.2. Points of A. There are two types of points of A and these types will be
called Px and P2.
1.2.1. Px = the set of all sequences of nonzero real numbers, defined on the positive integers.
1.2.2. P2 = Xx YxZ. (px,Pv, and pz will denote the coordinates of peP2.)
1.3. Regions of A. There are also two types of regions and these types will be
denoted by Tx and T2.
Risa member of Tx only in case there is an x e X with |x| #0 such that,
1.3.1. R = R1kj R2, where
1.3.2. R1 = {p \pePx; and p(i) = x(i) for z'=l,...,
\x\}, and
1.3.3. R2={p\peP2;
\px\^\x\;
and px(i)=x(i) for i=l,...,
\x\}. Such a
region R will be denoted by Rx.
Ris a member of T2 only in case there is a point p eP2 and a positive integer n
such that,

1.3.4. R = R° u R* u R-, where
1.3.5. R° = {q\qeP2;
qx=Px\ Çy=Py; and if n>\,
i=l,...,
n-\}, and

then qz(i)=pz(i)

for

1.3.6. R* =(Jf=i **,.«. +>,and R~ = U" i A*,.».-),, where {y(p,n, +),}f and
{y(p, n, -\)x

are the two infinite reversible sequences of members of A'such that if

y is a positive integer, then
1.3.7. \y(p,n, ±),\ = \px\+n+l,
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1.3.8. y(p, n, ±)j(i)=Px(i) for ¿=0,..., \px\,
1.3.9. y(p,n, ±)f(\px\ + l)= ±pA\n+j-\),
1.3.10. y(p,n, ±)f(\Px\+2)= + Fp-Y\n+f-»(pY),andifn>l,
1.3.11. y(p,n, ±)f(\px\+2 + i)=+pz(i) for i=l,...,n-l.

Such a region 7? will be denoted by 7?(p>n).
1.4. Remarks. Note that 1.1.6 makes sense because Yr has the power of the
continuum. In 1.2, Px n F2 = 0. In 1.3, the fact that {y(p, n, + )¡}f and {y(p, n, - )(}f
are reversible sequences follows from 1.3.9, 1.1.3, and 1.1.1, whereby pY is a reversible sequence of positive numbers, and two members of X are different if they
differ for some integer. Also for the same reason we have that y(p, n, +),
/ y(p, n, —)kfor each of y and k an integer. Finally observe that item 1.3.10 makes
sense because by 1.1.5 pYe YPYin+j-X)and by 1.1.6, FPy(n+j.X) is a reversible
function onto YPr(n+f_X).

2. Some preliminary lemmas. Now we shall exhibit, in a series of lemmas,
certain basic properties of the space A, including a proof that the regions defined in
§1, are indeed well defined. In subsequent sections these lemmas will be translated
into statements asserted in the theorem.
2.1. Lemma. Suppose that each of Rx and Rx. is a member of Tx and each of
R(p¡n)and 7?(,>m)
is a member of T2.
2.1.1. RX=>RXoRxr\
Rx.^0
and \x\ ^ |x'| -=- |x| = \x'\ and x(i)=x'(i) for
/=!,...,
|x|.
2.1.2. Rx=>Rip,n) <>Rxn 7?(°p>n)#0 o Rx^RPx.
2.1.3. 7?(pn)^>RX o Rtp.n)=>Px2.1.4. 7î(P,n)n7î(,,m)#0,

\px\ = \qx\,

and

n^mon

=m

and

R°ip_n)n 7%,m)

¥=0 o R(p.n)=>R(g,m)and \px\ = \qx\.
2.1.5. R(p_n)=>RiQim)
and \px\ <\qx\ o RtP,n)=>R(q,my

Proof. In each item we shall prove the implications pointing to the right and
finally show that the last statement implies the first one.
Proof of 2.1.1. For the first implication, by 1.1.3, 1.2.2, and 1.1.1, let p e Rx.
with p e P2 andpx = x'. Since peRx, by 1.3.3, we have |x'| = |/>x| = \x\. The next
implication is immediate by applying 1.3.2 if a point p ePx belongs to the intersection, and by applying 1.3.3 if a point/» £ P2 belongs to the intersection. That the
first statement follows from the last one is obvious by the definition of Tx.

Proof of 2.1.2. The first implication is transparent. For the second implication
let />' belong to the common part. Noting that p'x=px by 1.3.5 and |/?x|^|x| by
1.3.3, we have that p' e RPx by 1.3.3 and hence Rx=>RPxby 2.1.1. In the last implication observe that RPx=>R°PMby 1.3.5 and 1.3.3; and in view of 2.1.1, RPx

=>7?á,n>by
1.3.6,1.3.7,and 1.3.8.
Proof of 2.1.3. Assume that the first implication is false. By 1.1.1 and 1.2.2,let
p' eP2 with p'x=px and p'y¥=Py-It follows that p' eRPx, by 1.3.3; and hence
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p' e Rxby 2.1.1, in view of the assumption, but/)' $ F(p-n),by 1.3.5, 1.3.7 and 1.3.3.
The converse needs no proof.
Proof of 2.1.4. For the first implication observe that by 1.3.5, 1.3.7, and 1.3.3,
we have that /??„,„,n F,im)= 0 =R°iq.m)n *<*,„,. But if R(%.n)n F(±,m)# 0, then

in view of 1.3.6,2.1.1, and 1.3.7,we have that qx=px, by 1.3.8,qY=Pvby 1.3.9and
1.3.10,and if h> 1, then<¡rz(z')=/j2(¡)for i'=l,..., «—1, by 1.3.11—thatis, q e R°q_m)

"C

by 1.3.5.

For the second implication we get immediately from 1.3.5 that qx=Px> Iy—Py,
and if n>l, then qz(i)=pz(i) for /= 1,...,«— 1. Hence, recalling that n^m,

K.n)=>K.m) by 1.3.5. Moreover, in view of 1.3.7-1.3.11 it follows from 2.1.1
that Ri9.m,±)cRlp ,n,±),+m.„ fory« 1, 2, 3,.... It follows then that F(i>,n)= F(,,m).
Finally in the last implication we only need to prove that \px\ = \qx\ and n^m.

If on the contrary \px\ > \qx\, then by 1.3.5, 1.3.7, and 1.3.3, q $ F(p,n).Similarly if
n>m then, setting, by 1.2.2, q' eP2 with q'x=qx,q'Y=qY, and if m> I, q'z(i)=qz(i)
for i=\,...,

m-i,

but q'z(m)^pz(m),

we have that q' e R°q,m) by 1.3.5, but q'

£F(p,n)by 1.3.5, 1.3.7,and 1.3.3.
Proof of 2.1.5. For the first implication note that Rqx n /?&,,„,= 0, for otherwise RQx=>RPxby 2.1.2, which implies by 2.1.1 that |^|^|/?x|.
Hence F¿,n)
u F(p-n)=>F(,,m). But in view of 1.3.6, we have F(p,n)=>F(Qiin)by 2.1.2. The converse

is evident in presence of 1.3.7 and 1.3.3.
2.2. Notations.
Suppose that Rx e Fx and F(p>n)e V2. The following notations

are to be adopted.
2.2.1. Ex = {Riq.m)\ \qx\ + \ = \x\,qx(i) = x(i)fori = 0,...,\qx\,andqYe
Yimm}.
2.2.2. C(p,«)= Ui=l%P,n.i)i(Note: In 2.2.1, since the only conditions on F(<I,m)are on q, we have that if /?«,,m)
e Ex then RiqA¡e Ex for i = 1, 2, 3,. ... The same is obviously true for F(p,n).)
2.2.3. G'n= {Rx | |x|=w}u{FM,m)|
\qx\+m = n} for n=l,2,3,....

2.2.4. Gn= {J«LnG[ for «=1,2, 3,2.3. Lemma. If n is a positive integer, then
Gn =» fj,+1,

(Gn n I\)* = Px

fl«¿

(Gn n T2)* = F2.

Proof. The proof follows immediately from 2.2.4 and the definitions of Tx and
T2, using members of Tx to cover points in Px and using members of T2 to cover
points in P2.
2.4. Lemma. If Rxe Tx, then there is a positive integer N such that if R e GN and
R$EX then
Rx=> RoRxn

F # 0.

The least such integer will be denoted by Nx.

Proof. Obviously if RX=>R, then FxnF#0.

But the converse needs an
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argument. For each positive integery with 1 áy'á |x| -1 (if such aj exists), by 1.1.5

and 1.1.6, let

(1)

m,- [FwUxU+lM-KlxUll)-

Now let,
1*1-1

(2)

Ar= 2

m, + \x\.

(Note that N = I if x = I.)

Suppose that RxeTx n GN. By 2.2.3 and (2), \x'\=N^\x\.
if Rx n Rx,^ 0 then RX=>RX-.
Next suppose that 7?(p-n)eT2r\

Hence by 2.1.1,

GN and \px\ ä |x|. If Rx n /?(p>n)# 0 then, by

2.2.2 and 2.1.1, Rx=>RPx=>Rip,n).
Consider now the case where 7?<PiB)
e T2 n GjVand

(3)

\Px\ < |x|.

In this situation we shall show that
(4)

if

Rx n 7*(p,n)# 0

then

7*(P,n)e Ex,

and thus finish the proof of the lemma. Noting that 7?*n R°p<n)=0 by (3) and
2.1.2, let x' = y(p, n, + L for some positive integer j such that Rx n T?*^ 0. It

followsthat by 1.3.7,2.2.3,and (2),
(5)

\x'\ = \Px\+n+l^N+l>

\x\,

and hence by (2) and (3),
1*1-1

(6)

n > 2 mi;'=i

Hence in presence of 2.1.1 we have that

(7)

(8)

x(0 = x'(i) = Px(i)

for z= 0,.. ., \px\,

\x(\Px\ + l)\ = |x'(|FA-|+ l)| =pY(n+j-l),

by 1.3.8;

by 1.3.9 and 1.3.3.

We further claim that

(9)

IäcI+ 1-M,

for otherwise: by (3), \px\ +2á |x|, and then by 1.3.10 and (8)
WlFx|+2)|

= |x'(|/>x|+2)|

= F;Y\n+j.xipY)

= Flx(]Px]+ xy](pY),

which implies in view of (1) that
F|*(|Pxi+i)i(W|/>x|+2)|)(n+;-l)

= pY(n+j-l)

= \x(\px\ + 1)|

= P\xüPX\+ iA\x(\Px\+2)\)(m]Pxl

+ x),
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and hence by 1.1.5, 1.1.6, and 1.1.3, we have that
n+j—l

= m¡Px] + x,

namely, a contradiction to (6). Now, in view of (9), (8) implies that pY e Yixiixm,
and this together with (9) and (7) are exactly the conditions (see 2.2.1) that F(J,>n)
e Ex. Thus (4) is established and the proof of the lemma is completed.

2.5. Lemma. IfRxeTx

and F(p>n)g Ex then

Rxr\R,p,n) = 0 on »FfHWMyD+lProof. Suppose that y is a positive integer so that n+j=pÇ1(\x(\x\)\)+\.
Now
in view of 2.2.1 we have that: \x\ = \px\ + 1 < \px\+n+\ = \y(p, n, ±),\, by 1.3.7;
x(i)=Px(i)=y(p, n, ±)j(i) for /= 1,..., \px\, by 1.3.8; and x(\x\)= ±pY(n+j-1)

=v(p,n, ±),(\x\), by 1.3.9. Therefore, by 2.1.1, if x(\x\)<0 then F* = £,(„,„,_,
but if x(|jc|)>0 then Rx=>Ry(pn.+)—and hence Rx n F(p>n)# 0.
Conversely suppose that n^pY~1(x(\x\)) + l. Recalling that |/>x|+ l = |x|, we get
that Rx n R°p¡n)¿ 0 by 1.3.5 and 1.3.3. Also if y is a positive integer then:
\y(p,n, ±),\>\px\ + l = \x\, by 1.3.7, but y(p, n, ±)j(\x\)= ±pY(n+j-l)^x(\x\),

by 1.3.9 due to 1.1.3 and the fact that n+j-

1 >n- 1 ^pÇx(\x(\x\)\)—and hence

Px n FKp,n.±),# 0 by 2.1.1. Thus Rx n F(p,n)= 0.
2.6. Lemma. If F(pn) e T2, then there exists a positive integer N such that if
Re GN and R è F(p,n) then
F(p.n) => FoF(p.n)OF#

0.

The least such positive integer N will be denoted by #(„,„,.

Proof. The implication to the right is transparent. But the converse requires an
explanation. First let

(1)

N=\Px\+n+\.

Suppose that Rx e Tx n GN. Since \x\ ä A^> \px\ by 2.2.4 and (1), we have that

Rx n R°P.n)=0 by 1.3.5 and 1.3.3. Hence if Rx n F(p,n)7¿0 then, by 1.3.7 and
2.1.1, Ä(pin)DÄr

In case F(,,m)€ T2 n GN and \qx\ > \px\+n, we get by 1.3.5 and 1.3.3 that
Rox n ^(OP.n)=0- Hence if R(q,m)n F(p,n)# 0, then by 2.1.2, 1.3.7, and 2.1.1,
Btp.n^Rqx—triat

is F(p-n)=>/?Wim).

Consider now the case where F(,,m)e T2 n GN and

(2)

Ifel ^ \px\+n.

First note that by 2.2.4
(3)

\qx\+m

> \px\+n.
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by (3)—hence if 7?<PiB)
n i?(a,m)^ 0

On the other hand we shall show that
(4)

if

7?<P,B)n 7?(5>m)ré 0

and

\px\ ï

\qx\

then /?<,.m)e £(P>B),

and thereby complete the proof of the lemma. Noting that 7?(p-n)n R°qM= 0 by

2.1.4 due to (2), and /&,„, n 7?(t,m)
= 0 =7?(°5,m)
n Ä(*,B)by 1.3.5, 1.3.7, and 1.3.3
due to (2) and (3), we let x=y(p, n, ±); for some/and x' = y(q,m, ±)k for some k
so that Rxr\ Rx.r± 0. But then in view of 2.1.1 we get :
(5)

|x'| = \qx\+m+l

ä \px\+n+l

= |x| ä \qx\ + l,

by 1.3.7, (3) and (2),

(6)

?Jt(i) = x'(i) = x(/) for/-0,...,|fa|,

by 1.3.8 and (5), and
(7)

qY(m+ k-l)

= |x'(|?x| + l)| = |x(|<7x|+ l)|

by 1.3.9 and (5). Furthermore we claim that
(8)

\qx\ = \Px\+n,

for otherwise, recalling that \px\ = \qx\ is ruled out by assumption, we have that if

10x1< \Px\ then by 1.3.11,x'(\px\ + l)-x'(\px\ +2)>0, which implies that x(\px\ +1)
■x(\px\+2)>0—a

contradiction

to 1.3.9 and 1.3.10, and similarly if \px\+n

> \qx\> \Px\, then x(\qx\ + l)x(\qx\+2)>0,

whereby x'(\qx\ + l)-x'(\qx\+2)>0—

again a contradiction to 1.3.9 and 1.3.10. Now in view of (8), (5) says that (|^x| +1)
= |x| and (7) says that qYe Ylxi[xm, and these together with (6) are exactly the
conditions (see 2.2.1) that Riq,m)e Ex, which means that, recalling x=y(p, n, ±)f,

R(q,m)g F(P,B)by 2.2.2. Thus (4) is established, whereby the proof of the lemma is
completed.
2.7. Lemma. FAe regions are well defined, that is, if U and V are regions with a
point p' e V n V, then there is a region W such that p e W<=-U n V.
Proof.

Case 1. Suppose that

U=RxeTx

and V=RxeTx

with |x|g|x'|,

we

have immediately from 2.1.1 that/?' e RX=RX n Rx..
Case 2. Suppose now that U=RX e Tx but V=R(q-m)e T2. If Rx n 7?<0,,m)#
0,
then, by 2.1.2, p' e R«,m)= Rx n R(q,m).If Rx n R?q,m>=0, then
p'eRxn

R(q_m)
= Rx n [A¿,m, u R¿,m)],

but since Ä(^,m)are unions of members of r\, the problem is reduced to Case 1.
Case 3. Consider now the case where t/=/?(PiB) e F2 and V=Riq¡m)er2 with
n = m. If 7?°p,B)n7?(°9,m)#0 then, by 2.1.4, p' e /?(,,m)= /?(p,n)n 7*(,,m).If 7&,B)
n7?(°,,m)=0 then
p' g 7?(P-B)n 7?(<I-m)= [7?(P-B)n (R*q,m) u Rfq,m))] u [R(qM n (R*p,n> u 7?(P,B))]
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but since RtP.n->
and F<*,m)are unions of members of ri} the problem is reduced to

Case 2.
2.8. Lemma. Suppose that U is a region containing a point p.
2.8.1. Ifp e Px then there is a region Rx e Tx with p e Fx<= U.

2.8.2. Ifp e P2, there is a positive integer n with p e FlPtn)<=U.
Proof of 2.8.1. We only need to consider the case where U=R<q¡m)e F2. By
Lemma 2.3, let pe Rxe GNlqm)(see Lemma 2.6 for the definition of N(qtM)).Since
Rx i FM-m),we have by Lemma 2.6 that p e Rx^Riqm) = U.

Proof of 2.8.2. If U=RxeTx,

then \px\ = |jc| by 1.3.3. Hence Riv^x)$Ex, by

2.2.1. (See Lemma 2.5 for the definition of Nx.) Now applying Lemma 2.4 we have
that/>eF(p,„x)<=£/.

If i/=F(,,m) s r2, then by 1.3.5, 1.3.7, and 1.3.3 either |/>x|= |?x| or |/?x|>|^x|
+m+ 1. Consequently by 2.2.2 and 2.2.1, Rip,N(Q
m))i F(5-m).Now applying Lemma
2.6, p e F(p,N(,,m))cu.
3. Metrization of the space A. Here we show that the space A is metrizable,
that is, there is a metric on A which is compatible with the topology of A. This is
done by employing a metrization theorem due to R. L. Moore. (It is unfortunate
that this beautiful and eminently useful theorem (stated as Lemma 3.3), proved by
R. L. Moore in [4], is not yet widely known.)

3.1. Lemma. The space A is a Hausdorff space.
Proof. Suppose that p and q are two points in Px. By 1.2.1, let y be a positive
integer for which p(j)¥^q(j). Now by 1.1.1, let x and x' belong to X so that:
\x\ = jjx:'[=y, and x(i)=p(i), x'(i)=q(i) for i= 1,...,/'. It follows that pe Rx and

q e Rx- by 1.3.2, but Rx n Rx,= z> by 2.1.1.
Now suppose thatp ePx and qeP2.

and x(i)=p(i)

for /= 1,...,

By 1.1.1, let xe A'such that: |x| = |9x|+2,

\x\. We have q e R(q,Nx)by 1.3.5 and p e Rx by 1.3.2.

But noting that RlqNx)<$:Rxby 2.1.2 and 2.1.1, and Ri¡¡tNx)$Exby 2.2.1, we
conclude, by Lemma 2.4, that Rlq,Nx)n Rx = 0.
Finally supposé that/? s F2 and q e P2 with \px\ ~ä\qx\- \n case px=qx&nd pY=qY,
then by fixing, in view of 1.2.2 and 1.1.4,y to be a positive integer withpz(j)¥=qz(j),
we get by 1.3.5 that peR{PJ+X) and qeRiqJ+X), but R?pj + X)n R%J + X)= 0,

which implies by 2.1.4 that F(p; +1)n RiqJ+x-,= 0. On the other hand suppose that
it is not true that px=qx and pY=qY. By 1.3.5,pe F(Pil) andqe R¡,q,N(¡,_U).
But since

IPxI^kxl,

we get that R(q.Nip^tRiP.X)by 2.1.4 and 1.3.5, and F(íiV(pa))i EiPiX)

by 2.2.2 and 2.2.1. Now applying Lemma 2.5, F(p-1)n Rlq,Nlv_„,=0.
3.2. Lemma. If U is a region containing a point p then there is a region V and a

positive integer N such that peV^U,

and if WeGN and Wn K# 0 then W^ U.
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Proof. Suppose that pePx. By Lemma 2.8 and 1.3.2, let RxeTx such that
x(i)=p(i) for z'=l,...,
|x| and p e RxcU. Clearly it is sufficient to prove the
lemma for Rx instead of U. By 1.1.1, let x' s Xsuch that: |x'| = |x| + l; x'(/')=x(/)

for i=l,...,
\x\; and x'(\x'\)=p(\x\ + 1). It is evident that p e Rx.c R„ by 1.3.2
and 2.1.1. Now let N=NX.. In case WeGN and W $ Ex., it follows from Lemma
2.4 that if Wr\Rx.j=0
then W<=RX.<=:RX.
In case We G„ and W= 7*<,,m)
e Ex.
then noting that, by 2.2.1 and 1.3.3, q e Rx, we have, by 2.1.2, W=R(q,m)^Rx.
Suppose now that/? e P2. By Lemma 2.8 and 1.3.5, let n be a positive integer with
p e 7?(PB)<=
U. As before it suffices to prove the lemma for 7?(P>B)
instead of U.
First note that by 2.1.4, p e 7?(p,B+1)<=7?(PiB).
Now let N=N(p¡n +xy In case We GN
and Wi F(PtB+1),then it follows from Lemma 2.6 that: if Wr\ 7?(p>B+i)^0 then
W<^R{PiB+1).Now assume that We GN and W=R<q¡m)e £(PiB+1).In this situation

we shall show that
(1)

W = 7?(i,m)c R^n).

By 2.2.2 and without loss of generality, let j be a positive integer with R(q,m}e

Fy(j>,n
+i,+)r Now in view of 2.2.1, an inspection of 1.3.7-1.3.11 will show that
jR(?,m)c7?),(P,B,+),
+1. Thus (1) is verified, whereby the proof of Lemma 3.2 is com-

pleted.
3.3. Lemma (Moore's Metrization
metrizable if
(1) the space S is Hausdorff, and

Theorem [4]). A topological space S is

(2) there is a decreasing sequence Gx=>G2 =>G3 =>• • • of open coverings of S such
that if U is an open set containing a point p, then there is a positive integer N with the
property that: if RX,R2eGN,pe Rx, and Rxr\ R2r±0, then Rx u R2a U.

3.4. Property I. The space A is metrizable.
Proof. We shall apply Lemma 3.3. First Lemma 3.1 says that A is Hausdorff, and
Lemma 2.3 gives us that Gx, G2, G3,..., as defined in 2.2.4, is a decreasing sequence
of open coverings of A.
Now suppose that U is a region containing a point/?. By Lemma 3.2 let Nx be a
positive integer and Vx be a region such that p eVx<^U and if We GNl and
WC\ VXÏ0 then W<^U.
Applying Lemma 3.2 again, this time to Vx,let N2 and V2be appropriate objects.
Now set N=NX + N2.
lfRx, R2 eGN,pe Rx and Rx n R2j= 0, then Rx e GN2and Rx n V2± 0. Hence
Rxc Vx. Therefore R2 n Vx# 0 and G2 s GNl. Hence 7?2C U. Thus, Rxv R2<=U.
4. Completeness of the space A. Since completeness may be considered as a
natural extension of the notion of compactness, and as the various dimensions are
the same for compact metric spaces [1, p. 2], it is somewhat curious that the space
A turns out to be complete. In any case the completeness of A will be used to compute the dimensions of A in the later sections.
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4.1. Property II. The space A is complete, that is, if Hx, H2, H3,... is an infinite
sequence of regions and Cx, C2, C3,... is an infinite sequence of closed sets such
that for each positive integer í

0 # Ci +1 c q<= Hied,

thennr=iCi#0.
Proof. First note that if {C[}x is an infinite subsequence of {Cj}™,then f\x Ci

= nr c
In case for infinitely many positive integers i, Hi e Fx, by applying 2.2.3 in view
of 2.2.4, we select a subsequence {RXi}Tof {//¡If such that for each positive integer
/, |jCi|< |jcj+i| and RXte G,. Let {C¡}x be the corresponding subsequence of {C¡}f.
Observe that if i is a positive integer, then C[ + xc RXi n Rx¡ +x# 0 —hence by
2.1.1, RXi^>Rx¡^1and x¡(j) = xi +1(j) fory'= 1,..., |x¡|. Now we can ietp ePx with:
P(j) = xx(j) for l«yá|xi|,
and p(j)=xi + x(j) for |x,|»y» |x,+1|. It follows by
Lemma 2.8 and 2.1.1 that/? 6 f)f=x C\. Consequently p|i" 1 C¡# 0.
In case there is an integer M with #,«■ iî<e,,M,)e T2 for i> A/, and {|(<7M4i)x|}r
is an unbounded sequence of positive integers, by 2.2.3 in view of 2.2.4, we choose a
subsequence {F(Pl>Bi)}fof {//Jf and a corresponding subsequence {C¿}5°of {CJf,
such that \(Pi)x\>i for each positive integer i. Consequently, for each positive
integer i, C'i^Ríp¡,ni)cF(Pi)x € G¡, by 2.1.2 and 2.2.4. Thus the problem is reduced
to the previous case, whereby C]x Ci = f)x C¡'# 0.
Finally suppose that as above there is a positive integer M with Hi = Riq.mi)e F2
for i> M, but now {\(qM+ùx\}T is a bounded sequence—some integral value being
taken on infinitely many times. Hence by 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 we select a subsequence
{A,,,,,,)}" of {//¡}f and the corresponding subsequence {C[}x of {Q}? such that
for each positive integer i, \(p¡)x\ = |(a +i)x|. "¡<«¡ +i, and F(Pi.n¡)e G¡. It follows
that if í is a positive integer, then C¡ + x<=■
F(Pl,ni)n F(Pi+lini+l)# 0, and hence by
2.1.4

F(Pl.ni)=>F(Pi +1,ni +l) and

F?p,,n¡) n F?Pl +1,n( + l)# 0.

such that: px = (px)x, pY = (px)Y, Pz(j)=(Pi)z(J)

(Pi+z)z(j) for n¡ +! —1 ^y ^ «¡ +2—1 for 1= 1, 2, 3,....

Now

we can let/?eF2

for láyá»a-l»

and /7z(y')=

It is evident by Lemma 2.8

and 2.1.4 that p e Hf C,'. Consequently, f)" C¡# 0. Thus the completeness of A
is established.
5. Dimensions of the space A. In this section we shall show that the ind (A)=0
but dim (A) = l. The latter will be proved by first showing that Ind (A)>0, then
using Katetov's result that Ind (A) = dim (A) for all metric spaces, and finally
demonstrating that dim (A)^ 1.
5.1. Lemma. Each region of A is closed.
Proof. Suppose that Rx e Tx and p e A - Rx. In case p e Px or peP2 but F(pl)
£ Ex, by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.8 let R e GNxso that p e R i Ex. It follows by Lemma
2.4 that R n Rx= 0. In case p eP2 and F(Pil) e Ex, then putting n=pY1(\x(\x\)\)
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+1, we have by Lemma 2.5 that /? e 7?(P,B)
but 7?(P,B)
n Rx= 0. Hence each region
in Fx is a closed set.
Suppose now that 7?(P-B)
e T2 and qeA. —7?(P-B).In case qePx or qeP2 but
7?(s-1)<££(P,B), by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.8, let ReGNipn) such that qeR$EiPtn). It
follows by Lemma 2.6 that 7? n 7?(PrB)=0. In case ?ef2 and Riq,X)e F(P>B),by
2.2.2 and 2.2.1 let x=y(p, n, ±)k for some positive integer k such that Rlq¡1)eEx.

Now put w=/?y ^IxflxDD+l. Noting that by 2.2.1 and 1.3.7 \qx\= \Px\+n we
have that: Riq¡m)n Rx= 0 by Lemma 2.5, R„x n 7?<°P,B)
= 0 by 1.3.5 and 1.3.3, and
for j+k,

RQxn Rr(p,n,±)l= 0, by 2.1.1 because qx(\px\ + l) = y(p, "> ±)k(\px\ + l)

=pY(n+k-l)répY(n+j-l)=y(p,n,

±)f(\px\ + l), in view of 2.2.1, 1.3.9, 1.1.3,

and 1.3.9 respectively. Consequently, 7?(,im)n 7?(P|B)=0, but q e RiqM. Hence each
region in T2 is a closed set.
5.2. Property III. The small inductive dimension of A is zero.
Proof. If U is an open set containing a point p then by Lemma 2.7 there is a

region 7? withpe R<^U, and by Lemma 5.1
ind (boundary of R) = ind ( 0 ) = -1.
5.3. Notations and Definitions. We shall adopt the following terms.
5.3.1. n=the set of all finite sequences of positive numbers, defined on initial
segments of the set of positive integers. If it e XI,then \tt\ =the greatest integer for
which tt is defined.
5.3.2. K is an indicator means that K is a subset of n with
(1) if -n, tt' e K, then |7r| = \tt'\, and that integer is denoted by \K\,
(2) {r | r=rr(l) for some tt e K} is an infinite set, and
(3) if tt e K and /" is a positive integer with j< \n\, then {r \ r=Tr'(j+1)
■n'e K with tt'(í)=tt(í) for i'= 1,...,/} is an infinite set.

for some

5.3.3. If K is an indicator and x e X then
2 (K, x±) = {Rx. | |x'| = |x| -I-\K\, x'(i) = x(i) for
and for some n e K, x'(\x\ +i)=

/ = 0,...,

|x|,

±n{i) for z'= 1,...,

\K\}.

2 (K, (/?, n)) = {/?<,,m)| qe 7?(°P,B),
m = n+\K\,
and for some tt e K, qz(n— 1 + i) = rr(i) for / = 1,...,

\K\}.

5.3.4. If K is an indicator and 7?(P>B)
e T2 then

5.4. Lemma. If 77 is a collection of regions and 7?(PiB)
e T2 such that, for each
q e R°Pfn),there is an indicator K with 2 (K, (q, n+ l))c 77, then there is an indicator

K' such that 2 (K', (/?,n))<=77.
Proof. For each positive number r, let qr e R°p,n)with (q,)z(n)=r, and let KTbe
an indicator with 2 (Kr, (qT, n + l))<=-H. Since {M\ M=\Kr\ for some r} is a
countable set of integers, let N be a positive integer and F be an infinite set of

positive numbers such that if r e T then .|ATr|= iV. Define K' by requiring that
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n'(l) e T, and for some ne Kn.a), n'(i+ i)=n(i)

N. Clearly K' is an indicator. It follows that

2 (A",(p,n))= U 2 (*• (?»»+1))c AT.
5.5. Lemma. If H is a collection of regions and F(p-1)e T2 /z<zí?/zeproperty that
for each q e F°p-1) there is a positive integer M with R(q,m)£ H for m^M, then there

is an indicator K such that 2 (K>(P> l))c #•
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there exists no such K. By Lemma 5.4, let
Q be a sequence such that Qx = R<pA), and if ô„ = F(,,n) then ôn+i = FM-,n+ 1)
where q' e F(°,,n) and there is no indicator K such that 2 (K, (a', n +1 ))<=//. It is

evident that by 2.1.4, Lemma 5.1, and 2.2.4, {Qn}f is a decreasing sequence of open
and closed sets with Qn e G„ for each positive integer n. Therefore due to the
completeness of A, f)x Qni= 0, and in particular in view of the last paragraph of
5.1, there is a point p' e F°Pil) with p' e Ç\x Qn. It follows, in presence of 2.1.4,
that there is no integer M such that F(P>M)£ H—a contradiction to the hypothesis.

5.6. Lemma. If RlpA)e T2 and Ux and U2 are open sets with F°p>1)c Ux u U2,
then there is an indicator K and a positive integer j with y'=l ory'=2 such that

[2(K,(p,\))]*^Uj.
Proof. We shall construct such a K. By Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 let: Hx={Riq_m)| q
e F?P>1)and F(,,m)c ux}, //2 = {F(,,m) | q e R%,u and F(,,m)c U2}, and H=HX u H2.
By Lemma 5.5 let A" be an indicator such that 2 (K', (p, \))^H. For each k' e K'
ietqk- 6F°p-1)suchthat(g'fc.)z(0=^'(0for'=L
• • •> l-^'l- Now define two sequences
{JX}[K'1
and {J2}f ' by requiring that: n eJxx (or J2) only in case
(1)

77£A"

and

R(q„JK.i + X)eHx

(or H2),

and inductively if 1 ¿n< \K'\ then -n eJl +x (or J2 + i) only in case

(2)

M = |Ä"|-«+l

and
(3)

tt(í) = Tr'(z')where i = 1.|tt|,

for infinitely many it eJ\

(or J2).

By (1) it is clear that Jl u J2 = K'. Furthermore by an inductive argument one can
show that if l¿n<\K'\

then /n + 1 u J2 + x = {tt | \n\ = \K'\ -n+l;

and 7r(z')= 'n-'(z)

where z'= 1,..., |7r|, for some it' e K'}. Hence by part (2) of 5.3.2 lety be a positive
integer such that J{K.\is an infinite set. Now define K by requiring that -ne K only
in case for each 1 <n^\K'\,
(4)

there is a w' e/¿.|_n+1

with 7r(z')=7r'(z) for i = 1,...,

n.

By the definition of {//}& ! and in particular (3), we have that K is an indicator.
Moreover by (1) it is evident that
2 (K, (p, 1)) e {Fw„,IJn + 1) | 7Te/ö

Consequently, [2 (A, (/», l))]*c £^.

= //,,
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and x=y(p, 1, ±)¡ with

j£\K\ + l, then

(Z(K,x +)y^(Z(K,(p,l))y.
Proof. For each tt e K, let xBT e X such that

|xBT| = Ixl + IA'I, xBT(i) = x(i') for i = 0,...,

x»*(|*|+0"

+ir(i)

|x|,

for i = !.|ir|,

and let q„ e P2 such that qn e R°PfX),(qn)z(i)=tr(i)

for i'= 1,...,

|tt|.

We have then by 5.3.3 and 5.3.4, that if tt e K then
RXn,e^(K,x

+)

and

7?(,,.1+,KI)e 2 (K, (/?, 1));

furthermore, in presence of the definitions of x„T and qn, an inspection of 1.3.7-

1.3.11 will show that,

*** = -Aun,1+ 1*1,±)i-]K\Now since by 5.3.3 and 5.3.4,
%(K,x

+ ) = {Rx^ \-rreK}

and
^(K,(p,l))

= {R^,x + m\TT e K},

we have that

(2 (A-,XT))* C {Ä5,.1+1JrI)| ,r GIf}* C (2 (A, (A 1)))*.
5.8. Lemma. Suppose that xe X, Ux and U2 are open sets with Ux u U2=A,

and each of Kx and K2 is an indicator. If (2 (Kx, x+))*<=Ux and(2 (K2, x-))*<=-U2
then there exist: x e X with |x'| = |x| + 1 and x'(i)=x(i)
indicators K3 and K^ such that

(2(*3,x'

for ;"=0,...,

+ ))* c Ux and (2(^4,Jc-))*

|x|, and

c U2.

Proof. The proof will consist of exhibiting x', K3, and Kt. Let ax and a2 be
reversible sequences into

(1)

{r\r

= kx(l) for some kx e Kx} and

{r \ r = k2(l) for some k2 e K2}

respectively with disjoint ranges. Let a be a sequence such that for each positive
integer n,
(2)

a(2n-l)

= ax(n)

and

a(2n) = o2(n).

Clearly a e Y. Let
(3)

S = {y I y e Y and er is a subsequence of y},

and for each s e S let qs be a point such that
(4)

qs e P2,

(qs)x = x,

(qs)Y = s.
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By application of Lemma 5.6 to 7?(5s-1)
for each s e S and noting that S is uncountable, we obtain without loss of generality a set S ' such that

S' <^S, S' is uncountable,

(5)
s' e S' implies there is a Ks- with (2

(Ks-, (qs-, 1))* c Ux.

But {\K\ | K=KS, for some s' e S} is a countable set of integers. Consequently let N
be a positive integer and F be a set such that

(6)

F c S',

Define x'elas

(7)

Fis infinite, t e Timplies that \Kt\ = N.

follows:

|x'| = 14+1,

x'(|x'|) = -a2(N),

x'(i)=x(i)

(i = 0,...,

\x\).

Define K3 by requiring that tt e K3 only in case :

|v| - N + 1, «(I) = F-^ÍO
(o)

tt(í+ 1) = tt'(í)

where

i »■ 1,...,

(for some t e T)
N

for some -n' e Kt.

By (6), (1), and 1.1.6 it is evident that K3 is an indicator. Define Kt by requiring that
■rreKi only in case |7r|= |A"2|, if |A"2|>1 then tt(í)=tt'(í+1)
(i'=l,...,
\K2\ —1),
for some tt' e K2 with tt'(1) = o2(N).
In view of the definition of a2 it is clear that K^ is an indicator. Moreover by (1)

and (7) we have that

(2 (Kt, x'))* c {Rx. j Rx. e 2 (K2,x-) and x"(|x| +1) = -o2(N)}*,
and hence from the hypothesis

(2 (K<,x'-))* c (2 (JTS,x-))* <=U2.
For the remaining assertion note that by (8) and 5.3.3,

(9)

2(*3,*'+) = U 2 (*,*.+),

where for / e F,

|*| = |x|+2;x((|x| + l) = -o-2(A0;x((|x|+2)
xt(i) = x(i) for í = 0,..., |x|.

= F;¿N)(t);

But now observe that for each / e F we have that by (4) and 1.3.7-1.3.11,
xt = y(<it, 1, -)mt,

where mt = t~1(o2(N))'=iN=\Kt\, by (2) and (6), and hence applying Lemma 5.7,

(2 (Kt,x(+ ))*c (2 (Kt,(?(,1)))*.
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It now follows in view of (9) and by (6) and (5) that

(2 (k3,*'+))* c y (2 (*¿>
(a. D))*c u*
5.9. Lemma. The large inductive dimension of A is greater than zero.
Proof. We shall exhibit two mutually exclusive closed sets which are not separated

by 0. Let x e X with jjcj=0, Kx and K2 be indicators with lÄ^I= |F2| =2, and let

(1)

Cx = closure of (2 (*i> *+))*>

C2 = closure of (2 (K2,x-))*.

It is clear that
if p e Cx n Px then p(i)>0,
if peC2n Px then p(l)<0,
if p e Cx n F2 then px(i) > 0,
if/? £ C2 n P2 then px(i) < 0.
Consequently, CjnC2=0.
Suppose now that Ux and U2 are open sets with

(2)

A - ux u ry2, Ca c c/1; C2 c C/2.

In view of (1) and (2) and by repeated application of Lemma 5.8, we get a
decreasing sequence {RXi}xof open and closed sets such that if z is a positive
integer,
(3)

RXt + 1 c RXi e G,

A,ni/^0,

RXl n £/2 #

0.

Since the space A is complete, let/? £ Hi" 1 ^*r % Lemma 2.8 and (3) we get that/?
is a limit point of both Ux and U2-Consequently by (2), peUxr\
U2=£0. Therefore
Cx and C2 cannot be separated by 0.

5.10. Lemma (Katetov

[1, p. 3], [3]). If S is a metric space then Ind (S)=

dim (S).
5.11. Property IV. The covering dimension of A is greater than zero.
The proof consists of Lemma 5.9 followed by Lemma 5.10.

5.12. Property V. The covering dimension of A is less than or equal to 1.
Proof. The proof rests on the following three observations :
(1) for each positive integer n, G'nis an open cover with order á2,
(2) G'n+1 is a refinement of G'n, and
(3) each member of G„ is a union of members of Gn + 1.
The proofs of these observations are contained in the arguments given for
Lemmas 2.3-2.6. Now let K be a finite open cover of A. Let Hx be the collection to

which U belongs if and only if U e G'xand U is a subset of some member of K. For
each positive integer n > 1, let Hn be a collection to which U belongs if and only if
UeG'n, Uisa subset of some member of K, but U is not a subset of Uf= 11W-1* is
clear that \J¡t x H¡ is an open cover refining K. Moreover, {JfL x H{ is of order ^ 2,
for otherwise, let p e A be a point belonging to more than two members of 1J," x //¡
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say Ux, U2 and U3 labelled in such a manner that if U¡ e Hki, z= l,2, 3, then
kx£k2£k3. Now let Vx and V3 be members of G'k2such that pe VX<^UXand
peV3~=> U3. By definition of //¡'s, Vx, U2, and V3 are three distinct members of G'k2
each containing/?. This contradicts the fact that G'k2is of order á2. Now label the
members of Fas K={JX,J2,.. .,Jn}, and for each 1 ¿jèn, let F, be the collection

to which U belongs if and only if U e ({J¡°=i Hd n h but U is not a subset of Ji
for any /<y". We have that L¡ C\Lj=® for z'#y and that ljf= xL¡ = {J°t x //¡„ So,
{£*}"=j is a finite open cover of A refining K and is of order g 2.
5.13. Property VI. The covering dimension of A is 1.

6. Concluding remarks. For some conditions under which the dimensions of a
metric space agree, the reader is referred to [5]. There he will also find references to
other works on such conditions. The author takes this opportunity to thank
Louis F. McAuley for introducing the author to the problem discussed here and
encouraging him to study it.
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